


•A number of concepts for plotting your character
•Character map



A character-driven or a plot-driven author?



The plot of your story.

•External
•Society Action Plot
•Nature
•Other people

•Internal Emotion Plot

Cheryl B. Klein (2011). Second Sight: An editor’s talks on writing, revising, & publishing books for children and young adults. Asterisk Books. 
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Our characters need to end up in a different place 
at the end versus where they started off.

Who you character is now and the 
change they’re undergoing should 

DRIVE Action 



How is your character doing in the major areas of 
life?

•Work
•Social
•Family
•Leisure
•Self-care

Functioning=person/environment fit, so psychosocial 
context is important here.

Culture
Environment (geographical, institutional)

Race
Gender

Disability/Illness
Mental Illness



How much does your character GET how he/she is 
doing (i.e., one’s own symptoms, thoughts, functioning, helpful/maladaptive 
thoughts & behaviors)?

Totally clueless Gets it completely



How on-point are your character’s decisions in terms 
of helping them meet their goals and/or meet society’s 
expectations?

Terrible Not Bad Meh Okay Great



Good

Poor

Understands what he needs
Understands how he’s doing

Makes good decisions.
In good behavioral/mental 

self-control.

Gets what she needs.
Gets how she’s doing.

Can’t seem to pick the right 
course.

Acts impulsively/based on 
emotions.

Makes good decisions and 
reaches goals OR follows 

rules.
Self-awareness is in the toilet. 

No clue how his 
psychological characteristics 

impact him.

Clueless and can’t get out of 
her own way.
Impulsive.

Inability to see how he’s 
contributing to his problems.

Judgment
Good Poor

Insight
Good

Poor



These two really go together

Good

Poor

Aragorn

Dumbledore

Richard 
Hendricks 

from Silicon 
Valley
Hagrid

Sherlock

Hermione

Peter Griffin
Gilderoy
Lockhart

Sir Didymous

Judgment
Good Poor

Insight
Context matters



These two really go together

Good

Poor

Bilbo at the 
beginning of 

THE
HOBIT

Sara at END 
of LABYRINTH

Bilbo 
when he 
sets out

Sherlock

Hermione

Judgment
Good Poor

Insight

& these things change
(sometimes that’s good and even necessary for good fiction)

Sara at the 
beginning of 
LABYRINTH.



How well does your character get others and feel 
for them?

- Perspective-taking

-Ability to share in the emotions of others



How likely is it your character will do something?

•Two facets
Importance
Confidence

0                                                                   10



Good

Poor

Makes change & 
achieves goals with 

little emotional 
conflict.

Doesn’t change much, 
and even if he tried, he 

just knows he’d fail.

Doesn’t change much 
or reach goals.

Can do it anytime she 
wants but never 

bothers.

Wants to achieve 
goals/change life BUT 

feels powerless. 
High emotional 

distress.

Confidence
High Low

Importance

High

Low



High

Low

Voldemort Harry

The 
Weasley
Twins
Dudley

Neville

Bilbo

Confidence
High Low

Importance

Confidence in ability to reach goal
can be high, but

INSIGHT can be poor.
Sir Didymous
Mr. Magoo

Dory
Ron



The inherently ILLOGICAL state of wanting more than one 
incompatible thing at the same time, a state of tension.

Approach-Approach

I want to keep smoking 
AND be healthy.

Hermione wants to take 
TWO classes at the same 

time.

Avoid-Avoid
Harry doesn’t want the 

humiliation of going to the 
dance alone OR the humiliation of being rejected. 

Draco doesn’t want to kill 
Dumbledore, but he doesn’t 
want Voldemort to kill him.

Approach-Avoid
(The worst b/c there are pros and cons to both 

choices)

Ron & Harry WANT dates for 
the dance but don’t want 

humiliation of being rejected.

Harry doesn’t want to die, 
but he wants to save his 

friends.



Pros Cons

Change
(i.e., changing,

making a decision, etc.)

This is literally the 
internal tension your 
character is struggling 

to resolve. 
The tension from competing 

drives/needs/goals.

No change



Fun
Helps me 

cope

Expensive
My health
My family 
is pissed.

Save $
Job

Make wife 
happy

No way to de-stress.
My friends won’t like it.
I’ll miss it.

Pros Cons

Quit drugs
(i.e., changing,

making a decision, etc.)

This is literally the 
internal tension your 
character is struggling 

to resolve. 
The tension from competing 

drives/needs/goals.

Continue 
using drugs



Good

Poor

Defeat Voldemort
Save mankind.

It’s the right thing to 
do.

We might all 
die anyway.

No chance for 
revenge.

Stay out of trouble.
Won’t get hurt.

Won’t have to risk 
failure.

May get killed.
May get expelled.

Super scary.

Pros Cons

Save the stone

Stay out of it



How situations cause THOUGHTS which cause 
EMOTIONS that lead to BEHAVIOR.

Situation THOUGHT Emotion Behavior
(action)



Beliefs aren’t always true or consistent with one-another.  

Catastrophizing
I’m totally going to fail out of Hogwarts. Being stuck at home with the baby is the worst thing EVER.

Shoulds
I should please everyone. I shouldn’t be proud to be a Slytherin.

All-or-nothing thinking
If she breaks a rule, she’s a bad person. One C means I’m a failure.



Assumed to be true
Stem from early 

childhood experience
Stem from cultural influence

Global, broad
If-then statements, rules, shoulds
About self, world, others, future

Influence In The Moment 
Thoughts

MAY be influenced by 
Cognitive Distortions

Influenced BY situation

Influenced BY 
foundational beliefs
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